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Deluxe dagger, German around 1580. Walnut grip inlaid with partly painted bone. Original sheath, guardplate and pommel cap etched and gold-plated. Parade wheel-lock carbine, German/Augsburg
around 1580. Lock with decorative etching. Barrel with Augsburg mark, decoratively etched throughout. Walnut stock with bear hunt and thread inlays in engraved bone. Combination weapon, German/
Nuremberg around 1580. Wheel-lock pistol with axe. Lock with external wheel. Axe with a curved outline. Barrel with Nuremberg smith’s mark. Ornately inlaid walnut stock with monsters and hops.
Powder flask, German/Electorate of Saxony around 1580. Studded wooden body with engraved bone inlay.

Powder horn, German around 1580. Forked antler powder horn with carved relief of the sacrifice of Isaac. Court hunting knife, German/Electorate of Saxony around 1550. Original sheath and
by-knives, etched and partially gilded. Antler-plated grip, decorative rivets with Saxony coat-of-arms. Etched grip base with finely pierced guard. Wheel-lock rifle, German/Electorate of Saxony dated
1623. Lock plate with domed wheel case and engraved hammer. Octagonal barrel tapering to a round design, with “SH” monogram (Simon Helbig, Dresden) and date. Walnut stock with engraved bone
inlays of mythical creatures and flowers. Powder flask, German/Electorate of Saxony around 1580. Turned and studded wooden body with engraved bone inlay.

Small parade sword, Italy around 1650. Gold-plated and elaborately wrought iron guard. Grip covering made of engraved bone. Blade with decorative piercing. Velvet-covered scabbard with gold-plated
mountings. Pair of flintlock pistols, German around 1780. Blued barrels with silver-inlaid signature “J. AND. KUCHENREUTER”, master’s stamp in gold and inlaid silver thread. Lock plates with
engraved-iron animal motifs and gold-plating. Carved walnut stock. Gold-plated brass mountings. Original ramrods. Flintlock pistol, France around 1700. Lock plate and hammer with iron engraving.
Barrel with decorative iron engraving. Carved walnut stock with gold-plated mountings in generous relief. Original ramrod.

Rapier, Italy around 1600. Blade signed on both sides “BARTOLOMEUS DE SCACCHIS”. Iron loop guard with curved crossguard. Grooved pommel. Grip wrapped with iron wire. Rapier, German
around 1580. Blade with “JOHANNI MAILANT” inscription and king’s head mark. Iron loop guard with curved crossguard. Cylindrical pommel. Grip wrapped with iron wire. Basket-hilt sabre,
German around 1550. Single-edged blade with smith’s mark. Iron bow-guard and straight crossguard with spherical finials. Iron pommel cap. Grip plated with leather. Dusack, Austria around 1600.
Curved blade with smith’s mark. Iron shell guard. Pagoda-shaped pommel with riveting underlaid with brass.

Parade dagger, German around 1620. Blade with symbolic figures. Iron grip with gold and silver damascening. Rapier, Austrian around 1600. Blade with central ridge, ricasso with “OT” smith’s mark. Iron
loop guard with fishtail pommel. Spiral grip wrapped with iron wire. Rapier, German around 1580. Blade with long ricasso and inscription “SOLIDEO GLORIA JOHANNI”. Iron loop guard with spherical
knobs. Spherical pommel. Spiral grip wrapped with iron wire. Basket sword, German around 1580. Blade signed “PACE PORTO KASSEL MEFECIT”. Basket guard with iron engraving. Conical pommel
with iron engraving. Grip wrapped with copper wire.

Dagger, German/Electorate of Saxony around 1580. Electorate of Saxony Bodyguard officer’s weapon. Blued iron crossguard and pommel. Double-edged blade. Shagreen rayskin grip. Silver collars and pommel
cover. Estoc, German/Electorate of Saxony around 1580. Electorate of Saxony Bodyguard officer’s weapon. Thrust blade with engraved decoration. Blackened iron crossguard and pommel with silver mountings. Grip
wrapped with iron and silver wire. Sword with twisted-branch pommel, German/Swiss around 1480. Blade with Passau wolf mark inlaid with brass. Iron guard with trefoil parrying ring and twisted-branch pommel.
Grip made of wood with leather. Hand-and-a-half sword, German around 1500. Slashing blade with copper-inlaid bishop’s crook. Lily-motif crossguard finials. Filed spiral pommel. Grip made of wood with leather.

Halberd, German around 1500. Large axe with smith’s mark and rectangular spike. Original shaft with wavelike langets. Two-handed Landsknecht sword/Katzbalger, German around 1510. Blade with
Passau wolf marks inlaid in brass. S-shaped and curled-in crossguard with rivetted brass lozenges and spherical clamps. Pommel with engraved shell decoration. Grip made of wood with leather. Landsknecht
sword/Katzbalger, German around 1510. Blade with marks inlaid in copper. S-shaped and curled-in crossguard with rivetted brass lozenges and spherical clamps. Iron fishtail pommel. Swiss dagger around
1460. Blade with central ridge. Iron guard and pommel plate. Burlwood grip.

